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ABSTRACT 

 
The reliability of inspection results is affected by the skill of the personnel conducting inspection, 

and this is particularly true for manual ultrasonic testing (UT). The number and design of test 

specimens are among the most important points to be considered during the training and testing of 

the UT examination personnel. A simulated UT system using a computer mouse or touch sensor had 

previously been proposed; however, it proved to be an inadequate replacement for the actual UT 

work. In this study, we have developed a novel virtual UT system that simulates the actual UT work 

for piping welds. 

This system (i.e., the Tool for Realistic UltraSound Testing) comprises a dummy UT probe, 

dummy piping, a computer system, and a 3D position detection system. It can detect the state of the 

dummy probe (through 3D positioning and the skewing angle) and displays the recorded A-scan data 

that corresponds to that of the dummy probe status with random noise. Furthermore, it does not 

display the A-scan data if the dummy probe is not in contact with the pipe. In this way, the system 

simulates the actual UT work. Using this system, it is possible to considerably reduce the number of 

test specimens required for the training or testing of the UT examination personnel. In addition, 

highly efficient training and certification can be achieved through this system. 
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INTRODUCTION 

 
In Japan, ultrasonic testing (UT) for in-service inspection (ISI) has been performed by UT engineers 

with a great deal of experience. However, most Japanese nuclear power plants (NPPs) have ceased 

the operation, and periodic ISI is not regularly performed. Most UT engineers are now working in 

non-nuclear fields. Moreover, after the NPPs are restarted, most of these highly skilled UT engineers 

will not return to nuclear field. Conversely, performance demonstration systems, such as PDI 

programs, are currently only being applied to crack depth sizing and Weld Overlay (WOL) 

inspection rather than crack detection in Japan. This is based on a national research project 
1)

 that 

reported that good inspection results and reliability are achieved with general examination 

procedures 
2) 

and highly skilled UT engineers. In addition, Japanese inspection companies have been 

operating their own training programs. For these reasons, a highly efficient, highly effective training 

program is required for high reliability UT examination.  

However, this training program needs to use many test specimens, which should be fabricated 

by the same process as used on parts of actual plants, and have realistic defects. But these realistic 

test specimens are very expensive and take much time to fabricate. Furthermore, when few training 

specimens are used, the trainee will realize the flaw position and flaw characterization. IT cause the 

training is not effective. One potential solution is to use a virtual UT system as part of the training or 

as a PD examination 
3)

. The major advantage of using a virtual system is that we can edit the UT 

signal data. In addition, it allows us to perform several other tasks such as moving the crack data to 

another position, entirely deleting it, and shuffling the data area. 

In this study, we developed a virtual UT examination system (i.e., the Tool for Realistic 

UltraSound Testing) and confirmed its usefulness for training UT engineers. 
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VIRTUAL UT EXAMINATION SYSTEM 

 

System configuration 

 
Figure 1 shows the basic system design for the Virtual UT system. The master sensor of the 3D 

position system is set on the dummy pipe, and a UT engineer moves the dummy UT probe, which 

includes a slave sensor. The 3D position system detects the position and skew angle of the dummy 

probe.  

This system should detect the absolute position and skew angle of a dummy probe through a 

“real-time response” 
4)

. In order to simulate the realistic flaw detection, the dummy probe should 

have no wires or special equipment requiring cables. We examined various position detection 

systems, including CCD cameras, pressure sensors, touch sensors, and lasers. Ultimately, a 3D 

electromagnetic position detection system was selected. This system can detect sensor positions and 

angles with a high degree of accuracy and with a real time response, and the slave sensor is as small 

as a UT probe. Therefore, the system can calculate the slave sensor when it is in contact with the 

piping surface through the 3D position. The PC contains a large on-board memory which is 

necessary for the storage of large data files in the size waveform. Additionally, to reduce the number 

of wires required for connecting a PC to a sub-monitor, we choose an iPad as a sub-monitor.  

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 1 Virtual ultrasonic testing system (Tools for Realistic UltraSound Testing) 

 

 

                              
 

Figure 2 Overview of virtual UT system 
 

Figure 2 shows the overview of virtual UT system. The 3D position and skew angle of dummy 

probe are sent to a control PC via the USB port. When one starts up the software and loads the 

waveform data, they move to the on-board memory of the PC. The control PC displays the 

3D Position Detector 

Waveform Data 

Main Monitor for Trainer/AdministratIPad/Sub-monitor 

(Dummy UT Instrument) 

Master Sensor 

Slave Sensor 

(Dummy Probe) 

Dummy Pipe 

Control PC 

Main Unit 

(d) Small size (c) Large size 

(a) System overview

(Middle size) (b) Main window 



waveform depending on the dummy probe position, angle, and contact with the dummy pipe. The 

same waveform is displayed on the sub-monitor (dummy UT instrument). The software has a multi-

language function (Japanese, English and along with other to-be-determined languages). Our in-

house system has three sizes of dummy pipe diameter, large (600mm), middle (350mm) and small 

(150mm).  

 

 

Waveform data 
 

We collected the UT data from a stainless steel pipe with a weld specimen (Figure 3). At first, we 

collected UT data that did not have cracks, and after crack inducement we collected UT data with 

cracks. We generated the UT data sets by editing the data that was collected, shuffling each part of it, 

conducting a reverse scan index, and modifying the signal position (Figure 4). 
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Figure 3 Drawing of piping specimen 
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Figure 4 C-scan display of merged sample data 
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TRIAL TRAINING 

 

Training process 
 

We performed a trial training in order to confirm the effectiveness of training prospective engineers 

with the virtual UT examination system. The trainees consisted of three groups: highly-skilled UT 

engineers (high skill), UT engineers without any ISI experience (just certified), and non-UT 

engineers (non-UT). In this training, the highly skilled UT engineers had had previous experience in 

performing UT for stainless steel piping inspections during ISI. UT engineers without ISI experience 

have usually performed UT; however, most of them use a straight beam technique or measure the 

thickness. The non-UT engineers work for an inspection company but usually perform liquid 

penetrant testing or visual testing. 

Table 1 shows the training process for each trainee group. They all received general usage 

instructions, had pre-examinations and hands-on practice, and a post-training examination and a 

questionnaire. During the hands-on practice, some trainees used virtual UT systems and received 

feedback during the pre-examination, while others were trained using actual small specimens and 

experienced actual cracks (as would be done by conventional training schemes). The grading of the 

examinations was calculated as per the following equation. 
 

[Score] = [correct crack detection] × 10 + [correct rejection of unflawed areas] × 5 
          − [missed detections] × 20 − [false calls] × 10 − [over time] × 1+ 50 

 

Table 1 Trial training process 

 
 High skill Just certified Non-UT 

Common instruction Background 

How to use virtual system 

Key point of detection 

Background 

How to use virtual system 

Key point of detection 

Background 

How to use virtual system 

Basic point of UT for weld 

Key point of detection 

 

Pre-examination Crack detection length sizing 

20 min (maximum 40 min) 

Middle size pipe 

(Half of pipe) 

Crack detection length sizing 

20 min (maximum 40 min) 

Middle size pipe 

(Quarter of pipe) 

Crack detection 

20 min (maximum 40 min) 

Middle size pipe 

(Quarter of pipe) 

 

Hands-on practice Additional information input 

<Virtual system> 

Feedback pre-examination 

<Actual sample> 

Experience actual crack 

Additional information input 

<Virtual system> 

Feedback pre-examination 

<Actual sample> 

Experience actual crack 

Additional information input 

<Virtual system> 

Feedback pre-examination 

<Actual sample> 

Experience actual crack 

 

After examination Crack detection length sizing 

20 min 

Middle size pipe 

(Half of pipe) 

Crack detection length sizing 

20 min 

Middle size pipe 

(Quarter of pipe) 

Crack detection 

20 min 

Middle size pipe 

(Quarter of pipe) 

 

 

 

Examination scores of each group 

 

Table 2 shows the examination results obtained by each group. This table shows that the highly 

skilled UT engineers can detect cracks with very few false calls. The just certified group detected 

most of the cracks but also made many false calls. This means that the difference between the highly 

skilled and just certified groups was that the highly skilled ones could eliminate gray zone signals. 



 

Training effectiveness 

 

Figure 5 shows the effectiveness of the training that was done with both the virtual UT examination 

system and the actual small test specimen. This result shows that the effectiveness of the virtual UT 

system training was higher than that of actual UT training done using a limited amount of small 

specimens. The important thing to note is that, if UT training is performed with actual materials, it is 

not possible to provide feedback on the correct answer to the candidate, whereas if virtual UT 

training is chosen, the correct answer can be used to provide feedback and instruct the trainees in the 

correct measurement process because many UT data sets can be generated and edited. 
 

Table 2 Examination results 

 Pre-examination After examination 

Total No. 

of crack 

Total No. 

of 

detection 

False call 
Average 

Score 

Total No. 

of crack 

Total No. 

of 

detection 

False call 
Average 

Score 

High skilled  21 21 6 103 20 20 11 106 

Just certified 18 17 35 74 16 16 18 100 

Non UT 17 12 88 45 24 20 27 92 

 

 

 

Figure 5 Training effectiveness of virtual UT training and training using actual small samples 
 

CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK 
 

We have developed the first complete virtual UT examination system and estimated the effectiveness 

of using it during training of UT engineers. The results show that the virtual system is better at 

training UT engineers than UT training using actual small samples. Additionally, the difference 

between a highly skilled UT engineer and one with no ISI experience is that the highly skilled 

engineer is better able to eliminate unflawed signals, although most engineers with no ISI experience 

can detect the crack signal. 

Following on from this, we have already begun studying a highly efficient training program 

using a virtual system and the human factor of the UT examination results. 
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